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15 seconds each, 40 hrs/wk, 50 wks/yr
Entity Matching Ontology (EMO)
● Extends PROV-O
● Defines the properties of a 'Thing' that 
could be used for comparison
● Defines a potential match for a given 
Entity
● Hook for describing a 
matching algorithm
github.com/BCODMO/Entity-Matching-Ontologies




PROV for Comparing Matches over Time
PROV-O + EMO helps us keep track:
Who asserted the match,
When,
Algorithm, Thresholds & Scores,
Original RDF,
and the EMO RDF.
"The job has its ups and downs. 
There's the swinging through 
the sky, the whale-watching, 
and the wielding of badass 
tools reminiscent of alien 
torture implements….[and] 
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15 seconds each, 40 hrs/wk, 50 wks/yr
28 years or 15 minutes...
Questions?
